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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

Scientific Committee
Ayse Balat, Dana Baran, Lorenzo Calò, Natale G. De Santo (Secretary),
Constantinos Fourtunas, Janusz Ostrowski, Biagio Ricciardi,
Boleslav Rutkowski (Chair), Panos Ziroyiannis

Organizing Committee
Vito Barraco, Giorgio Battaglia, Michele Buemi, Flavia Caputo,
Pietro Castellino, Santina Castellino, Giuseppe Daidone, Domenico Di Landro,
Epifanio Di Natale, Carmelo Fede, Antonio Granata, Silvio Maringhini,
Salvatore Musso, Ugo Rotolo, Elvia Sicurezza

Day 1 (October 22)

10.00 AM - 5.00 PM : Arrivals, registrations

5.00 PM - Opening ceremony

Biagio Ricciardi, President of the Congress
Antonio Santoro, President Italian Society of Nephrology
Andrzej Więcek, President of ERA-EDTA
Vincenzo Savica, President Elect of IAHN
Athanasios Diamandopoulos, President of IAHN

Joint ERA-EDTA- IAHN Session
5.30 - 6.15 PM - Session 1 - State of the Art Lecture

Chairs. Antonio Santoro & Athanasios Diamandopoulos
Introduction (5 min)
Andrzej Więcek, The History of Chronic Kidney Disease and the Ageing Population (30 min)
Discussion (10 min)

Joint ERA-EDTA- IAHN Session
6.15 - 7.00 PM - Session 2 - State of the Art Lecture

Chair, Biagio Ricciardi & Andrzej Więcek
Introduction (5 min)
Antonio Santoro, History of the Italian Society of Nephrology (30 min)
Discussion (10 min)
Day 2 (October 23)

Joint ERA-EDTA- IAHN Session
9.00-10.30 AM - Session 4 - On Gabriel Richet (presentations, no discussion)

Chairpersons, Natale G De Santo & Garabed Eknoyan
SPEAKER UNDECIDED, The man (20 min)
Raymond Ardaillou, Academie de Medecine, Paris, France, The scientist (20 min)
Carmela Bisaccia & Natale G De Santo, Mazzini Institute and Department of Medicine, Second University of Naples, Twenty years collaboration with Gabriel Richet (10 min)
Garabed Eknoyan, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA
My personal experience with Gabriel Richet (10 min)
J. Stewart Cameron, London, My friend Gabriel Richet (10 min)
Athanasiou Diamandopoulos, Gabriel Richet Honorary Member of IAHN (10 min)
Moderators’ conclusion

10.30 AM - 11.15 AM - Session 5 - State of the Art Lecture

Chairs: Garabed Eknoyan & Guido Bellinghieri
Introduction (5 min)
J. Stewart Cameron: History of Dialysis (30 min)
Discussion (10 min)

11.45 2.00 PM - Session 6 - 5 presentations (20 min + 5 min) (best rated)

Chairs, Boleslaw Rutkowski & Vincenzo Savica

3.40 - 4.25 PM - Session 8 - State of the Art Lecture

Chairs, Ayse Balat & Janusz Ostrowski
Introduction (5 min)
Garabed Eknoyan, Changing perspectives in history of nephrology (30 Min)
Discussion (10 min)

Day 3 (October 23)

9.00 - 9.45 AM - Session 11 - State of the Art Lecture

Chairs, August Heidland and Antonio Mezzogiorno
Introduction (5 min)
Athanasiou Diamandopoulos, The Transnationalism of Renal Treatises During the Middle Ages
Discussion (10 min)

3.20 - 4.05 PM - Session 15 - State of the Art Lecture

Chairs,
Introduction (5 min)
Giovanna Valenti, History of Diabetes Insipidus (30min)
Discussion (10 min)

SYNOPSIS OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

Richet symposium (2 speakers + 3 friends + President of IAHN)
6 State of the Art Lectures (Wiecek, Santoro, Cameron, Diamandopoulos, Eknoyan, Valenti)
14 Oral presentations (20+5min)
16 Oral presentations (15 min +5 min)
12 Posters
REGISTRATIONS (ONLINE) TO LISCIOtTO CONGRESSI

Members:
- 80 Euro before June 1, 2015
- 90 Euro before October 1, 2015
- 100 Euro at Congress site

Non-Members:
- 150 Euro before June 1, 2015
- 200 Euro before October 1, 2015
- 250 Euro at Congress site